
Plan of location
How to reach us...

...via train: 
On your arrival at Hamburg main station, exit the station towards  ‘Spitaler 
Strasse ‘ and walk about 3 minutes to 2-4, Spitaler Strasse.

...via car:
• coming from the South via A7 motorway, switch to A1 towards  ‘Hamburg 
Centrum‘ at the  ‘Horster Dreieick’  (triangle).  At the interchange  ‘Hamburg  
Sued’  (south), switch to  A255 towards  ‘Hamburg Centrum/Hauptbahnhof’  
(main station). Park nearby the main station and walk about 3 minutes to 
2-4, Spitaler Strasse.
• coming from the East via A24, stay on the highway until it ends at ‘Ham-
burg Horn‘. From there, follow the sign-posting ‘Centrum/Hauptbahnhof.‘ 
Park nearby the main station and walk about 3 minutes  to 2-4, Spitaler 
Strasse.
• coming from the North via A23 motorway, follow A7 towards ‘Elbtunnel‘ 
starting from triangle Hamburg northwest. Drive off A7 at the  ‘Bahrenfeld ‘ 
exit towards  ‘Centrum ‘. Continue straight ahead - passing Stresemann-
str., Budapester Str., Ludwig Erhard Str., Willy Brandt Str. - until you reach 
the main station (Hauptbahnhof). Park nearby the main station and walk 
about 3 minutes to 2-4, Spitaler Strasse.

...via plane:
• either take the Airport Express (bus departure every 15 minutes) and drive 
directly from the airport to the main station in about 25 minutes. 
Traverse the station towards  ‘Spitaler Strasse ‘ and walk about 3 minutes to 
2-4, Spitaler Strasse;
• or take bus line 110 towards ‘Bahnhof Ohlsdorf’, then take metro S1 or 
U1 to the main station (Hauptbahnhof), exit the station towards ‘Spitaler 
Strasse ‘ and walk about 3 minutes to 2-4, Spitaler Strasse.
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